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What’s in 5.2.0?

• Kafka Applier
• Cassandra Applier
• Elasticsearch Applier
• trepctl improvements
• thl improvements
• thl usability
• Vertica 8 Validation
• New way to submit diagnostic information
• Important Bug Fixes
Looking Ahead to 5.2.1

- Bug fixes
- Redshift applier minor fixes, including SSL support
- Solaris deployment support
- Oracle redo reader configuration and deployment improvements
- Minor filter changes
- Manager recovery fixers
Looking Ahead to 5.3

- InfluxDB, MemSQL, PostgreSQL Applier Support
- RedShift Improvements and Amazon Athena Support
- Heterogeneous Applier Performance Improvements
- Some Filtering Improvements and Restructuring
- Manager rules refactor and documentation
- Clustering management tools improvements
- Some other surprises
- Inline DDL Translation for Heterogeneous Replication
- Improved Hadoop Support
- Manager Rules Refactoring
- Planned pre-release of new composite MSMM Deployments (full support in 6.0)
MSMM Composite Clustering

```
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| east                      |
| composite master:ONLINE, global progress=8, max latency=2.50 |
| STATUS [OK] [2017/06/26 09:27:03 AM PDT] |
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

```

```
| east                        |
| master:ONLINE, progress=3, max latency=2.50 |
| east_from_west              |
| relay:ONLINE, progress=5, max latency=0.547 |
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

```

```
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| west                       |
| composite master:ONLINE, global progress=8, max latency=1.70 |
| STATUS [OK] [2017/06/26 09:26:34 AM PDT] |
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

```

```
| west                       |
| master:ONLINE, progress=5, max latency=1.70 |
| west_from_east             |
| relay:ONLINE, progress=3, max latency=0.245 |
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
```
Any Questions?

• Ask now
• Email mc.brown@continuent.com